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High-reliability and long mission durations are not typically associated with small sats and cubesats, however these 

requirements pervade the spectrum of mission classes and available resources. Deep-space exploration in particular 

presents a plethora of unique and fascinating destinations that require many years of travel and challenging radiation 

environments. Due to the number of potential targets for exploration, agile, relatively low-cost platforms are attractive 

to sponsors. The Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory’s (JHU APL) Space Exploration Sector has 

developed a powerful, highly robust software-defined radio (SDR) in a small form factor that leverages decades of 

research and development1. The Frontier Radio platform and its predecessors enable many critical missions including 

NASA’s New Horizons mission to Pluto2 and beyond, the Van Allen Probes in Earth’s radiation belts, Parker Solar 

Probe3 travelling through the sun’s corona, and Europa Clipper in the extreme radiation environment surrounding 

Jupiter and its moon Europa. The Frontier Radio Virtual Radio (FR VR) adapts this proven architecture into a powerful, 

efficient, reprogrammable design without compromising reliability. Based around a single-board computer (SBC) and 

a multi-channel, hardware-reconfigurable RF card (RFC)4 supporting UHF through X-band, this hardware 

configuration is smaller and more adaptable than current generation. With modular blocks in hardware, firmware, and 

software, it is well situated for faster development cycles and limited non-recurring engineering. In addition to 

supporting communications, navigation, and radio science, the platform’s key feature is the SBC’s ability to provide 

all spacecraft processing needs beyond just radio operations creating immense savings in size, weight, and power 

(SWaP). This paper presents an overview of the FR VR and its development to date. 
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1. Introduction & Background 

  The Frontier Radio traces its roots from transceiver 

development in the 1990s and 2000s on missions such 

as TIMED and Contour, but has its most direct 

progenitor in the radio that was developed and flown 

with great success on the New Horizons mission to 

Pluto and beyond. The low power, especially in the 

receiver5, and high reliability of the radio were enablers 

for this very long, power-constrained mission. Under a 

subsequent grant for the NASA CoNNeCT project, the 

Frontier Radio was developed, implementing the core 

components of the New Horizons design in a modular 

architecture and expanding support for frequencies of 

operation up through Ka-band6. The first in the Frontier 

Radio family to fly was the S-band radio for NASA’s 

Van Allen Probes (VAP) mission which has been 

successfully operating in the Van Allen radiation belts 

surrounding Earth since 2012. Immediately following 

its launch, development began on the X- & Ka-band7 

version that was successfully launched in 2018 on 

Parker Solar Probe (PSP) into the sun’s corona. 

Additionally, a flight unit has been delivered to the 

Emirates Mars Mission and flight units are now being 

built for NASA’s DART and Europa Clipper missions. 

  During the PSP development, internal research and 

development projects resulted in two variants of this 

architecture targeted for small sats and cube sats. The 

Frontier Radio Lite8 was the first of these and 

incorporates essentially the VAP radio on a single 96 x 

152 mm board with little compromise. Enablers for this 

size reduction include digitization at higher frequency 

which allows analog hardware to be eliminated and 

replaced by of digital functionality, sharing frequency 

synthesis hardware between the receive and transmit 

chains, and the elimination of power conversion 

hardware by constraining the design to a 6-12 V input. 

A major advantage of this design is the 

reprogrammable Microsemi ProAsic3 FPGA which 

allows more rapid development cycles and reduced 

costs. This design does give up some radiation 

tolerance due to the FPGA in the form of a 20% 

reduction in SEL immunity and a TID rating of 20-40 

krad (depending on FPGA timing) vs. 100 krad in the 

larger heritage design. 

  Following this effort, development began to 

incorporate the capability of our main radio with 

expanded processing power and reprogramability into 

a small satellite form factor. The result is FR VR—an 

essentially two-card solution that is more than just the 

radio. Expanded memory and the processing power of 

the Microsemi RTG4 FPGA allow its single-board 

computer (SBC) to serve as the entire avionics host for 

a small spacecraft, or payload computer for processing-

intense applications. The same high-speed digitization 

as FR Lite is employed to reduce analog hardware and 

allows for two receivers (one up through X-band and 

another up through S), one exciter (up through X-band), 

and an alternate transmitter path with a 1-W power 

amplifier to share a single 94 x 152 mm card. To date, 

two variants of this hardware have been built and tested: 

an X-band receiver + X-band exciter and an S-band 

receiver + S-band transmitter + L-band receiver.  

2. Overview 

  Maintaining heritage from proven TRL-9 designs is 

key to the success of this adaptation of the Frontier 

Radio design. As a general philosophy, the hardware, 
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firmware, and software are implemented as modular 

blocks for re-use and efficient adaptation to new 

mission requirements. This also allows for limited 

NRE when moving to a new hardware form factor or a 

new processing platform. A simplified block diagram 

of the radio firmware is detailed in Figure 1. The RFC 

leverages circuit-level reuse extensively while the SBC 

relies on a firmware port from the existing design with 

some new features.  

  The FR is capable of configuring software-defined 

features in flight such as in-band channel assignment, 

bit rate, modulation format, turnaround ratio, loop 

bandwidths, and coding formats. It also features 

Doppler and ranging navigation modes, encryption, 

remote sensing, radio-science, and radar capabilities. 

  Each version of the platform targets different mission 

types9. A comparison of key performance parameters 

across the family is detailed in Table 1. 

3. Reliability 

  Ensuring functionality and longevity is the main goal 

of the Frontier Radio platform. Considerable attention 

is given to radiation analysis and mitigation. This 

begins in the early phases of design with parts selection 

focused on high-reliability products and processes with 

manufacturer supplied radiation tolerance identified. In 

particular, the RTG4 FPGA implements indirectly 

coupled flash cells, triple-voted flip-flops, error 

detection and correction in SRAM cells, wide metal 

tracks and strong buffers in the clock network, SET 

filters (an extra gate with a delay) on flip-flops, and 

triple-voted internal PLLs. 

  However, many components cannot be procured with 

a guaranteed rating for radiation so testing must be 

Parameter 
Frontier 
Radio 

FR Lite FR VR Unit 

Frequency Band S / X / Ka UHF to C 
UHF / S / X / 

Ka 
 

Volume 2050 320* 960* cc 

Mass 2.1 0.4* 1.0* kg 

Temperature -35 to +60 -35 to +60 -35 to +60 C 

Power Input +28 +6 to +12 +28 V 

Power, 
Rx Only† 

6 
1.5 

(0.35 
Standby) 

6.4 
(X-Band) 

6.3 
(S-Band) 

7.8 
(S+L-Band) 

W 

Power, 
Full Duplex† 

(S-band numbers 
do not include 1-W 

SSPA) 

9.7 
(X-Band) 

2 
(S-band) 

8 
(X-Band) 

7.5 
(S-Band) 

8.9 
(S+L-Band) 

W 

Rx / Tx Paths 2 / 2 1 / 1 2 / 2‡  

Receive Rate 1 - 1 M 100 - 10 M 100 - 10 M sps 

Transmit Rate 10 - 150 M 100 - 10 M 100 - 10 M sps 

Carrier Tracking 
Threshold 

-160 -150 -155 dBm 

Noise Figure 
(Integrated LNA) 

2.5 3 
2.0 (X) 
3.0 (S) 

dB 

FPGA Device RTAX4000 
ProASIC3E 

3000 
RTG4  

Reprogrammable No Yes Yes  

Interfaces SpaceWire SpaceWire SpaceWire  

Non-Volatile 
Memory Storage 

2 2 8 MB 

SRAM 1 0.5 to 2 20 MB 

Radiation (TID) 100 20 100 krad 

Radiation 
(SEL for LET) 

>85 >68 >85 
MeV-

cm2/mg 

*Bare slices only; total volume/mass depends on packaging. 

†Frontier Radio & FR VR numbers include an ovenized oscillator 
and +28V bus power converter unit with ~1.4-W quiescent draw 

and ~80% efficiency vs. a lower-power TCXO and lower-voltage 

6-12V bus power on FR Lite. 

‡Two transmit channels switchable but not simultaneous. 

Table 1. Comparison of Frontier Radio Family 

 

Figure 1. Representative block diagram of the Frontier Radio firmware architecture, including external memory 
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performed. Devices are subjected to TID, heavy-ion, 

and proton exposure at levels at and beyond mission 

expectations and any performance anomalies are 

analyzed and mitigated as necessary. Mitigations 

include packaging modifications or spot-shielding for 

TID, over-current detection circuits to avoid potential 

single-event functional interrupts (SEFIs), periodic 

memory and register scrubbing for single-event upsets 

(SEUs), and filtering or timing adjustments for single 

event transients (SETs). Further, parts that are not 

purchased as “high-rel” must be screened (test every 

part for functionality) and qualified (subject a 

representative subset from the lot to environmental and 

performance extremes as well as destructive physical 

analysis).  

  Additionally, every component in every circuit is 

analyzed for thermal and electrical operating 

conditions over the life of the mission. This includes 

voltage, current, power dissipation, etc. across every 

path in a device. All manufacturer ratings are derated 

significantly as defined by the NASA EEE-INST-002 

specification and ensured to be operating below those 

limits under all possible conditions for the life of the 

mission. 

  Further, extensive first-circuit analysis is performed 

to prove that all interfaces are in agreement, will 

operate as expected over all possible conditions, and 

will not be able to damage one another. Worst case 

analysis is performed on critical circuits to show 

continued functional operation after the effects of aging, 

radiation, lot variation, and temperature are factored in.  

  Operationally, reliability is ensured through firmware 

and software methods that ensure recovery from 

anomalies. Fault management in flight software 

employs features such as watchdog timers and other 

reset triggers, both soft and hard, which allow return to 

a known state. Safe modes are included to limit 

operation until a diagnosis can be determined. The 

radio can generate an array of beacon tones to indicate 

status in safe or reduced operation modes. 

4. Hardware 

  The core hardware are the single-bard computer (SBC) 

and radio frequency card (RFC). Secondary power is 

also required, typically provided by a converter card. A 

mission’s mechanical constraints will dictate how these 

elements are laid out, but they could be constrained to 

as little as 1.5 U in volume.  

  The first mission employing this radio hardware is 

currently in development. It constrains the radio 

electronics to one wall of the spacecraft as detailed in 

Figure 2. External mission-specific interfaces 

mandated the addition of a backplane interface card 

which makes the connections between the boards, 

provides additional buffering and radiation mitigation 

circuits for external systems, and presents the requisite 

connectors to the other spacecraft interfaces. Figure 3 

is a photograph of the engineering model hardware 

(sans cabling and backplane) of this design. In addition 

to the SBC and RFC, there is a reference oscillator 

board with an EMXO for spacecraft timing and an L-

band LNA module (the selected antenna does not have 

an integrated LNA). 

 

 
Figure 2 – Example FR VR packaging concept 

   

 
Figure 3 – EM Hardware for first FR VR mission 

4.1. SBC 

  The processing, memory, digitization, and external 

interfaces are contained within the SBC. The heart of 

this board is the Microsemi RTG4 FGPA. This 15-

million gate part has nearly four times the available 

fabric as the RTAX 4000 used in the heritage radio. It 

matches that part’s 100 krad TID and 85 MeV/cm^2 of 

LET immunity to SEL in addition to supporting 

reprogrammability. The SBC also features a hard 

LEON UT700 processor in addition to the ability to 

implement a soft one in the FPGA, 8 MB of MRAM, 

up to 20 MB of SRAM, and 16 GB of flash memory. 

The major advantage of using the SBC for the radio is 

that it provides sufficient resources for all spacecraft 

processing and data storage. In a cubesat or small sat, 

the savings in overhead from using a single piece of 

hardware is critical. Further, development is sped up by 

enabling disparate teams can develop in parallel with 

the aid of flatsat testbeds that contain SBC boards and 

interfaces. The SBC hardware is matured to the level of 

flight-readiness and flight unit assembly will soon 

begin for the DART mission where it serves as avionics. 
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4.2. RFC 

  A simplified block diagram of the RFC is presented in 

figure 4. To date, two variants of the RFC have been 

designed, assembled, and tested. Initially, an X-band 

receiver plus X-band exciter version was designed for 

the DART mission, but due to cost and schedule 

constraints, the remaining NRE was prohibitive and the 

mission chose to go to a build-to-print of heritage 

design for radio electronics. However, functional 

prototypes were completed and tested, including 

interfacing the analog IFs from the RFC to the 

digitizers on the SBC. Design goals were met and some 

optimizations were identified. For a small sat mission 

that followed immediately after the DART work, this 

same PCB was used in a different component 

population configuration that implements two receiver 

chains, at L-band and S-band, along with an S-band 

transmitter chain. Similar test and characterization was 

performed on these units. 

  All updates from these “brassboard”-level prototypes 

(which were actually form, fit, and function compatible 

with the eventual flight version) were incorporated into 

a PCB artwork revision and new assemblies were built 

for the S-/S-/L-band version. The mechanical 

constraints of the particular spacecraft design for this 

mission resulted in the unique configuration depicted 

in Figures 2 and 3. Further, size constraints meant the 

radio cavity also had to include the diplexer. Because 

the PCB devotes primary side surface area to the X-

band filtering and amplification, there is unused real 

estate in the SSL variant. A daughter board was 

developed to conform to this unpopulated area and host 

the diplexer, connectors, and additional filtering 

(observable in the lower right corner of Figure 3). 

 

  Selected test results from SSL variant follow. 

 

Rx1  

 
Figure 5 – Rx1 IF Spectrum over Temp. 

 

 

Figure 4. RFC simplified block diagram. 
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Figure 5 – Rx1 VGA Gain Range 

 

Rx2 

 
Figure 7 – Rx2 IF Spectrum over Temp. 

 

 
Figure 8 – Rx2 VGA Gain Range 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tx 

 
Figure 9 – Tx Output Power over Temp. 

 

 
Figure 10 – Tx Output Spectrum over Temp. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

  Significant progress has been made in developing a 

reliable small satellite version of the proven Frontier 

Radio for deep space and challenging missions. The FR 

VR maintains the radiation tolerance, longevity, and 

comprehensive engineering design of its predecessors 

and brings reprogrammability, reduced cost, faster 

development cycles, and significant SWaP savings in 

overhead when implemented for more than just radio 

functionality. Over the next year, one more revision of 

hardware will lead to flight deliverables of the SSL 

radio variant to a mission in 2021. Other configurations 

are possible with this hardware beyond those 

developed so far and several missions are considering 

the FR VR platform for radio functionality and more. 

At the same time, internal research and development 

efforts aim to further reduce size and improve 

efficiency. A 1-U footprint version is being explored as 

well as new filter technology, system-on-chip (SoC) 

options, and higher frequency synthesis for direct up- 

and down-conversion. While these developments are 

promising, reliability remains the standout feature; 

combined with capability and low SWaP, the FR 

family maintains a key niche in deep-space radios.  
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